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1. The following note has just been received from JAVELIN:

"I attach in duplicate a
had last week with (CASS(WARY/2).

record of the interview which (SMASH)

"A copy was given to L
to Washington. He asks that one of
forwarded to It_ _IJim Munich.

II]before his departure from London
the copies now being sent you be

"Reference paragraph 3 of the document.	 -7 and (SMASH)
decided that (CAVATINA/1) and (CASS(MARY/2) should be told to agree on the
text of the messages to be sent to MIRON and other (CAVATINA/2) represen-
tatives in the Ukraine instructing them to seek contact with (CAWNPORE/4).
These agreed messages would then be sent back to (JAVELTN) and (KUBARK)
individually for approval and despatch. At the same time (KUBARK) Wr/T
channels would be used to adVise (CAWNPORE/4) of the action taken and
instruct him to facilitate contact with MIRON.

, _=7 saw (CASSOWARY/2) again after the (SMASH-CASS(WARY/2)
meeting. He had agreed to let (SMASH) know if anything fresh transpired
at this meeting, but as (SMASH) did not, in fact, hear from him afterwards
(SMASH) assumes that these arrangements stand."

interview for 1—	 11111 is b2. A copy of the'SMASH-CASSOWARY/2
forwarded.
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